
UNLIMITED WORK EXPOSURE FOR GRADUATES 
 The unmatched love of interacting with people is one of the main reasons that 22-year-old Lerato 

Cele is making her presence felt in the human resource field. The Durban University of Technology 

graduate works at the SEDA Construction Incubator in the Human Resource Management Unit 

where she started in June this year. 

The bubbly Pinetown young lady has a Diploma in Human Resource Management and is just catch-

ing her breath having recently finished with her final exams for her Bachelor of Technology in the 

same studies. 

Lerato, who was placed by the EThekwini Maritime Cluster’s Training and Skills Development Unit 

under the graduate placement programme at the SEDA Construction Incubator refers to this oppor-

tunity as “grace from God” as it came just at the right time when she was looking for an interactive 

work environment experience where she could apply her university knowledge and grow. 

“I was stressed out, just out of varsity and thinking what I was going to do with myself, with no work 

and no money and this opportunity just fell on my lap,” says Lerato. 

She says even though it has only been six months with the Incubator, she has already learnt a lot than what she had envisaged. 

“I’ve gotten so much exposure to the work environment. Currently we are busy with recruitment and I’ve been learning a lot, even with aspects of the job that I thought I knew 

when I first came here. From creating job adverts to screening CVs, I’ve learnt that HR is much bigger than what I thought.” 

Boundless growth in the field is what Lerato aspires to, hence the continuation of her studies. 

“I’ve always dreamt of myself growing and growing in this field, operating in all facets of HR, even moving up to being an HR director, getting into Labor Relations,” she asserts. 

The steadfast young woman says what she loves most about her job, other than her personal growth, is helping others grow. 

“I remember initially I wanted to study drama but I thought to myself what I actually need is a qualification that can help me showcase and grow my leadership skills because I 

love it when I have learned something useful and then I can impart that knowledge onto someone else and help them grow,” says Lerato. 

One goal that has been cultivated through working on the current recruitment process at the Incubator is to invest some of her time into teaching people about effective ways 

of selling themselves to potential employers. 

“When you haven’t dealt with human resources, it’s easy to overlook how much unemployed graduates struggle with presenting themselves to companies that are potential 

employers and I think it is important that they be guided, starting with writing CVs,” she advised. 
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